ZeroSpam + Office 365
The combined power of 2 great solutions

Since its launch, Office 365 has proven to be a quick and easy way for organizations to migrate their email to
the cloud. Using a professional email security solution on top of EOP (Exchange Online Protection) provides
and additional layer of protection against today’s advanced threats.
The benefits of adding a professional cloud anti-spam to office 365
Office 365

Office 365 + ZEROSPAM

Protection against hidden
executable files used to
propagate malware

Good basic protection.

ZeroSpam uses multi-factor analysis that detects
executable code hidden in any type of file, zipped
or not, even in the name of a fully supported
etension has been tampared with. Read about
malware propagation at zerospam.ca/bad-exe-file.

Phishing / Spear Phishing /
Macro protection

Advanced Threat Protection only available with
some subscriptions at an extra cost. Possible
issues with recognition of phishing attempts in
languages other than English.

Generic and customized spear phishing protection.
Special anti-phishing layer specific to banks, social
media sites, Paypal and eBay. ZeroSpam gives you
full control over whether you want to accept Office
files containing macros.

Default configuration: creation of individual
quarantine accounts for all users, which increases
security risks and lowers productivity. Centralized
quarantine requires special configuration in the
Exchange Administration Center.

While individual quarantines are fully supported,
the Zerospam solution is based on self-subscription
or manual creation of accounts for trusted users as
opposed to automatic creation for everyone. This
has proven to be safer, more productive and easier
to manage for clients and resellers.

Phishing / Spear Phishing /
Macro protection

Advanced Threat Protection only available with
some subscriptions at an extra cost. Possible issues
with recognition of phishing attempts in
languages other than English.

Generic and customized spear phishing protection. Special anti-phishing layer specific to banks,
social media sites, Paypal and eBay. Zerospam
gives you full control over whether you want to
accept Office files containing macros.

Spam Digests

Daily spam digests must be enabled globally for all
Office 365 users.

ZeroSpam enables each user to request an
individual spam digest in their profile.

Technical support

It may be difficult at times to obtain quick and
detailed answers when troubleshooting False
Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN) issues.

ZeroSpam offers agile and responsive technical
support. No form required, no call queue. Service
is competent, thorough and fast.

Log searches

Massage trace reports must be requested and
result are delivered upon completion in a csv file.
Administrators are unable to determine the
outcome of a connection attempt immediately.

Using various criteria, logs can be searched easily
in our interface for up to 30 days. The outcome of
every connection attempt can be determined
easily and immediately.

Continuity

Incoming email is queued for 2 days id the
client’s server is down.

Fail-safe redundancy ensured by ZeroSpam as a
third-party provider. 5 days of free email spooling
and proactive notifications in case of server
problems.

Spam catch rate

No preven spam catch rate. Unknown level of
undetected spam.

ZeroSpam’s catch rate is constantly validate by
Virus Bulletin, a U.K.-based firm ranking email
security vendors. The solution blocks 99.8% of
spam on average and blocks a very low number of
legitimate emails.

Archiving

Basic search capabilities.

Premium add-on archiving service. Advanced
search capabilities. Unlimited storage, forever.

Quarantine Management

https://cloud.intcomex.com

